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BAG electronics does not only offer products,
but solutions.

From one provider: Electronics, components, software
and expertise for OEMs.

New technologies, shorter development times, fast time-tomarket and a constantly growing number of luminaire variants:
The requirements in lighting technology are high. What is
needed are efficient, reliable and above all flexible solutions
for development and production.

For us, easy manufacturing means maintaining genuine system partnerships with you.

Exactly tailored to your requirements. With decades of experience, constant innovation and a 360-degree view to your requirements.

We offer consulting, know-how and products from a single source. In this way, we reliably and qualitatively meet
the most diverse requirements for lighting electronics. From high-end, high-efficiency and high-performance to
cost-efficient solutions in the base segment.

Components and software from a single source, perfectly matched.
With our LED control gear units, LED modules and components we cover almost all application requirements. Also
for special projects we develop the optimal solution. Our electronic control gear units are even more powerful with
EXELIQO - the new, user-friendly and versatile software for your LED lighting. Program devices according to requirements: configure output current, the behavior of the CLO function and other parameters directly in the production
to suit the respective job – We make it easy for you!

Our service: always a benefit for you.
Close to the market, close to the customer, decisive and flexible: For these strengths, the brand BAG and the proverbial „BAG family“ have been known for decades. We are always there for you, with the shortest reaction time and
highest technical competence, from the first inquiry to the after-sales service. You can rely on that, today and in the
future.

Future-proof is part of our standard equipment.
With solutions from BAG electronics, you can always rely on state-of-the-art technologies. Efficient, reliable and
above all future-proof. For us, it is self-evident to certify all LED control gear units according to DALI-2 and thus
provide you with the latest technology.
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Wide product portfolio
Benefit from a multitude of coordinated products, adapted
to your individual requirements.

Fast, flexible and competent
From the development to the delivery of our products,
we offer you the best lighting quality and the latest
technologies.

A reliable partner
Our sales and after-sales team is always there for you
and guarantees a reliable service - on site, in person and
competent.

Your gateway into the future
Innovative components in combination with suitable
operating software provide you with data monitoring,
open protocols and intelligent lighting.
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Find your sales contacts:
www.BAGelectronics.com
Info@BAGelectronics.com
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